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Abstract: Assessing the effectiveness of teaching and learning  in EFL classroom is not only  enough to get the 
data from the student’s grade achievement but  also the teacher should get the data from the authentic 
assessment, such as learning journal. It is a systematic way of documenting learning and collecting information 
for self-analysis and reflection which promoting the  development of language learning successfully . Both 
teacher and learner    are  always  eager  to think and to analyze what they have taught and learned  in the 
classroom by relating to their previous experiential knowledge and received knowledge. Writing journal is done 
by students before leaving classroom. The teacher scaffold the task by asking some questions which refer to 
what learning experience, the learning experience  process, the reason of the learning experience and  the 
solution.  Writing  learning journal can give a wealth of information on how to bridge the gap between teaching 
and learning; is to give a trust to develop cognitive and metacognitive, psychomotor and to express their 
attitudes and feeling  in   learning process;  a feedback of  teaching learning process and the teacher in a 
consequence are probably to do  reflection on how the students learned and what they learned. Gebhard ( 1997,
p.45) empahasized  that gaining awareness of how one teaches in the classroom could be empowering. If 
teachers get good information about the way they conduct their classes they will have more freedom to “ direct 
their own teaching towards successful student learning.” Reflection can be done by using some  strategies, for 
instance    teacher self -evaluation,  peer-observation , journal/diary,   and (5) recording lesson. This strategies 
can be done both teacher and students in teaching and learning process. However, this paper presents specifically   
information how the language learners to reflect their own experiences  in class by using reflective learning 
journal, either dialog journal or personal one.  In the view of constructive side,  a reflective learning journal has
advantages, both  students and teachers. 
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Introduction
As nowadays, the student’s involvement in the teaching and learning process  that is called learned  
directed learning is more promising. The students are no viewed as the object  but they are both subject and 
object that determine the successful teaching and learning process. One of strategies that the teacher provides 
the doing well teaching and learning process is the availability of a reflective learning journal. It has been  used 
in many different ways in professional and higher education where students record what he or she have learnt
and what strategies done. I believe that the more opportunities for students do in writing reflection  after class    
can help them to be more independent learner, critical thinker. This means that  the opportunity given to 
students in recording or reflecting what they have made or learnt indicate a progress of education in which it  
helps students to record  information  their subject  independently. 
Working Definition for “ Learning, Reflective, and Journal”
To avoid misunderstanding toward the terms, it is necessary to assert clearly how this paper understands 
the terms. There are many area of theory about learning that can notify our understanding of how someone 
(notably students ) learn. The term reflective in an adjective form of  reflect as a verb and it can be  formed  to 
be reflection as a noun. Taking from dictionary, reflection is an idea or statement resulting from deep and 
careful thought or something that shows the effect of a particular condition, situation. Then the term journal is a 
daily record of events in person’s life in which a person writes down the experience and  appointments. This 
implies that a writing  done by someone to reflect what and how have she or he  learned is called reflective 
learning journal. Reflection is part of the process of learning, and writing a journal can enhance, within  a 
mutually  reinforcing system.  In this case, the writer tries to find related opinion to come reflective learning 
journal notably in EFL classroom.
Some experts give their idea of a reflective learning journal. For example, Richards (2006: 7) defines a
journal is a teacher’s or a student teacher’s written response to teaching events. Keeping learning journal serves 
two purposes : (i) events and ideas are`recorded for the purpose of later reflection and (ii) the process of writing 
itself helps trigger insight about teaching. Then, Moon (2006: 1-2) states a learning journal  essentially as a
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vehicle for reflection and accumulation of material that is mainly based on the writer’s processes  of reflection.
Trends journal writing activities on student activities in the writing process of learning something  is from a the 
preparation of document in a systematic learning in which  students conduct a self-analysis.   Furthermore, 
Harmer (2004: 125) uses the term learning journals with the term "writing journals" (writing journal). Journal 
writing is an activity separate from the learning activities, especially activities of learning to write but students 
do journal writing as an activity such as homework other. He thinks that writing a journal is to immerse students 
to keep a diary of the student’s activities in writing about different topics such as the events that it is really 
means in his life, how they were in the classroom, what language points  they feel  difficult, and which specific 
areas are interesting. What we can imply  from these theories that reflective learning journal refers to a
piece of writing which allows students to record thoughts and insights about their own learning experience.  It a
tool  in the process of  learning that the students do after the lesson  in order to   reflect learning experiences.
Then writing  a reflection  learning journal is a steadily growing document that  the learners  write, to record the 
progress of learning. 
Reasons for Promoting Learning Journal
Learning journal  is expected to become a place for the development of education quality, especially in 
the process of teaching and  learning.  Teachers are expected to involve students to be active, especially to give a 
valuable chance them in reflecting their activities. Some experts give their reasons for promoting learning 
journal, either its purpose  or advantage. The various objectives of writing learning journal. For example , 
Moon (2006: 44-51) states that the purposes of writing learning journal are: (1) to record the experience ((2) to 
facilitate learning from experience, (3) to support the understanding and the  presentation of the understanding, 
(4) to develop critical thinking or the development of a questioning attitude,  (4 ) to encourage metacognition, (5) 
to increase active involvement in and ownership of learning, (6)  to enhance problem-solving skills, as a means  
of  assessment  in formal education, (7) to enhance reflective practice,   (8)  for reasons of personal development 
and self-empowerment, (9) to enhance creativity, (10) to improve writing, (11) to increase or to give voice and 
expression as a means of communication self-expression, (12) to foster communication and to foster reflective 
and creative interaction in group,  (13) to support  planning in research or projects, (14) and as a means of 
communication between  a learner  and another. Whereas  Scanlon and Chromes (1997) in Thorpe ( 2004)  stated 
that the purpose of reflection journal is a written document which the students created what they think about a 
concept, event, or interaction in a particular period as a goal to gain insight in a learning.  
Referring to the purposes of writing learning journal proposed above, a learning journal  gives positive 
outcomes expectable, both for students and teachers. For students, writing journal has advantages, for instance,  : 
(1) students can gain a clearer overview of their learning progress;  students can gain an insight of their own 
strengths and weaknesses as the students, (3) students become capable to take charge of their own learning, and 
eventually to develop into independent life  long learners and be able to plan overcoming learning difficulties; 
(5) students will understand and appreciate the  importance of self-evaluation in the role of increasing oneself, 
(6) students are able to perform activities on promoting critical thinking activity. For Lecturer, (1) learning 
journal becomes a valuable feedback on students' learning; (2)  the teacher can find out if classes are held 
interestingly, the students mastered the material and whether there are students who write about material that is 
learned from other sources, and others; (3) teachers will be familiar to use student journals notably to create a 
forum of communication between he and his students, even be a place of communication between teachers 
friends and colleagues, (3) journal study could be linked to the development or enrichment of student learning 
outcomes, as well fostering  of the democracy in Indonesia, (4)  The  journal writing has been used as a tool of 
action research and  the development of teacher profesionalism. (Harmer, 2004;  Susilowati ,2006); Burton & 
carrol(2001)  in Widiati (2008: 188); Moon, 2006). 
The Forms of  Writing Learning Journals 
Journal  can in any shape and size or form. The macro level of writing journal can be divided into :
(1) structured and unstructured journals, (2) individual (personal) and dialogue journals.(Moon 2006, anonym 
2008).    While the ways of  writing journal can be facilitated by using electronic journals and writing papers. A
structured journal is dealing with the guidance specific questions to be answered. This should be executed with a 
fair amount of flexibility to avoid trivial entries of little significance to development of students’s learning. 
Unstructured reflective learning journal is characterized by little prompt questions provided. The guided 
questions provided should be very open ended, so that allow students to carry deep thinking on course related 
issues. The following table shows the examples of the guided questions of  writing learning journal.
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            Format  : Structured Journal Unstructured Journal         
                 
(Anonim. 2006 http/www.poliyu.edu)
The bank  questions in the table above can build students’ metacognitive process . This   consists of the 
Content (what's of learning experience), process (how is the learning experience  process), Reason, (why is  the 
learning experience?), Regulation (how is the solution?). (Anonym, 2008, http//www. polyu  .edu. hk/learn-to-
learn/teacher/_contents/.../journex5.doc).
Whereas, dialogue journals refer to the students’ activity  in writing journal and then they exchange  
their notebook to two or more people , notably  for classmates or  a teacher ( Moon  (2006). In this case , the 
teacher or classmate can read and give a positive comment to the student’s learning  journal, especially 
Gebhard  (2000) state  that writing learning is very necessary for  a  teacher  in order  to establish 
communication   to two or more people. Through the use of a notebook,  or computer, these people write back 
and forth to each other on regular basis, on topics of  lesson. Quite often the teacher and each student in the class 
write back and forth, and there are benefits to such a one to-one exchange.  It is possible to get to know the 
students, better understand their language problems, and create a personal way to motivate each student. 
Although a teacher-student dialog exchange has benefit, there are`also problems.   Gebhard  (2000) 
states that the problems will occur in the dialogue journal activities are various, for instance  : first, as experience 
teachers know, writing to each student or even to groups of students can be extra ordinary amount of work for 
the teacher, even impossible if the teacher has a large class. Second, students quite often  write about teacher
interests and  will not consider discussing what genuinely interests themselves. Third, it is impossible for 
students to complain, criticize or  openly write about a topic that could cause  the teacher  to lose face or that 
could upset their harmonious relationship. Therefore, an alternative is to have students communicates with each 
other through journals, called "buddy journals'.  Hartfiel, et al (1985) in Cahyono (2001) explain that a  personal  
journal is one of the types of journals in which this journal is directed as a daily journal to record students’ 
activities, memories, experiences, feelings, and observations of students about what they want. Personal journals 
are sometimes given to tutors  or to classmate  but they do not give comment.
Some Personal Experiences Applying Learning Journal 
My own experience of using learning journal  in  the classroom with English department students was 
when given a task to write reflection in a note book or a piece of paper before they leave the classroom. In my 
academic class, notably in Reading skill  and  English Syntax courses, the students had a scaffold of some 
questions to be answered related to the content, process, regulation. The detail questions are adapted from some 
theories of the way writing learning journal as well modified into some questions, for instances :  (1) What topics
you’ve learnt from the lesson?; (2) What specific points do you regard easy? (3) Give one or two examples of 
your successful acts in the activities. Try to explain what things you did that made them successful; (4) What 
specific points do you regard difficult? (5) Give one or two examples of your unsuccessful acts in the activities. 
Try to explain what things you did that made them unsuccessful; (6) How will you fix up your unsuccessful acts? 
(7) How will you  apply the knowledge or skill that you have learned in your own field. After writing journal, 
the student could submitted  the task to me and then I read the result of  their reflection. Sometimes I gave 
responses for their journal. I got a lot of experiences of  conducting this learning journal for students in which 
learning journal enabling students to articulate connections between new information and what they already 
know. The journal becomes another text on which to reflect. Besides, through learning journal gave me a new 
meaningful insight notably exploring more how the student’s individual differences in the class and also relating 
to my style of teaching, as well implementing the instructional plan and process in the class.
Writing your Reflective Learning Journal
* What’s my interest in the course? 
* What’s my interest in the lecture? 
* What’s my reaction to a particular topic in this 
lecture? 
*What’s my opinion on the content of the course?
* How do I like the format of each of the above 
teaching and      learning activities? 
* How can I relate other things directly or 
indirectly to things that I    have learnt in the 
course? 
 
 
Writing your Reflective Learning Journal
y What points you’ve learnt from the activities?  
y  How do I do in the activities? 
y Give one or two examples of your most successful 
acts in the activities. Try to explain what things you 
did that made them successful.  
y  Give one or two examples, if relevant, of errors or 
less successful acts in the activities. What did you 
do wrong or fail to do in each case 
y The next time you confront a similar situation, what if 
anything, could you do differently to increase your 
learning?
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Conclusion
Learning journal is a tool in the process of learning which helps in the grasping and filling out of the  
issues which might otherwise become lost, and charts the development of personal learning. The teacher  ask 
students to write   journal after the lesson ( 5 – 10 minutes ) in order to encourage  them in giving reflection on 
their  experiences. This   indicates that the teacher will foster  students’ trust in assessing their progress. This 
is also to give   positive outcomes for the development of teacher professionalism, either in the form of dialog or 
personal journals by using the guided questions. 
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